FloroChip Epoxy Colored Chip Systems

Decorative, durable and slip-resistant, FloroChip beautifies and protects concrete floors subjected to moderate foot and cart traffic, abrasion, impact and chemical exposure in a broad range of commercial, institutional and industrial applications.

- Educational Facilities
- Healthcare, Research Campuses
- Restrooms, Locker Rooms
- Stadiums, Arenas, Auditoriums
- Restaurants, Cafeterias
- Supermarkets, Retail Locations
- Government, Municipal Buildings
- Veterinary Clinics, Kennels

Excellent Performance
- Impressive strength and durability
- Tenacious bond to substrate
- Abrasion and impact resistant
- Moisture mitigating primers available*
- Choice of chemical resistant topcoats

Health and Safety Benefits
- Choice of slip-resistance
- High solids and low V.O.C.
- Virtually seamless surface impedes pathogen growth
- USDA, FDA, EPA, OSHA and ADA compliant
- Contributes to LEED® Green Building credits

Installation Advantages
- Variety of colors, unlimited design options
- Selection of topcoats and sheen levels
- May be used to repair/resurface damaged slabs
- Allows creation of integral cove base
- Contractor friendly handling

Simple Maintenance
- Easy and economical to clean and sanitize
- No waxing needed
- Pressure sprayable/power washable

*See FloroProof System data for MVT testing and details.
FloroChip Full Single Broadcast System
Clear, color stable epoxy and multi-colored chip blend applied in a full, single broadcast at a typical thickness of 1/16 inch (1.5 mm). Choice of standard or custom color blends. Mild slip-resistant finish may be augmented with additional aggregate. Variety of high performance topcoats available.

FloroChip Full Double Broadcast System
Clear, color stable epoxy and multi-colored chip blend applied in a full, double broadcast at a typical thickness of 1/8 inch (3.0 mm). Choice of standard or custom color blends. Mild slip-resistant finish may be augmented with additional aggregate. Variety of high performance topcoats available.

FloroChip Random Broadcast System
Colored epoxy basecoat, followed by a single random broadcast of colored chips and clear, color stable epoxy, applied at a typical thickness of 1/16 inch (1.5 mm). Choice of standard or custom colors and blends, plus customizable slip-resistance. Variety of high performance topcoats available.

FloroChip Cove Base
Use the FloroBuild Epoxy Mortar System to structure a standard, integral 4.0 – 6.0 inch (10.2 – 15.2 cm) floor-to-wall cove base, or FloroGel Thixotropic Epoxy for a thinner cove, followed by a decorative FloroChip topping. Choice of standard or custom colors and blends. Variety of high performance topcoats available.

*Optional step, based on site conditions and system requirements.
Macro Blends – 1/4 Inch (6.35 mm) Chips

High Desert 911
Carbon Slate 914
Charcoal Stone 918
Mocha Latte 915
Pebblestone 913
Pure Granite 906

Micro Blends – 1/16 Inch (1.5 mm) Chips

Mystic Gem 917
Black Walnut 916
Navajo White 908

NEW! Glitter Accents – 1/8 Inch (3.0 mm) Chips
May be added at a rate of 3% to enhance any FloroChip Blend.

Bronze 1040
Brown 1070
Gunmetal 1030
Pearl 2010

Colors and blends shown are only close approximations. Please see actual samples for specification purposes. Unlimited custom blends available.